
Got
Termite Damage?
Wood Rot?

3 Steps to Permanent
Restoration Success for WOOD

Clean & ProtectStep 1 - 

Step 2 - 

Step 3 - 

Permanently Restore

Coat & Finish
Step 3:  For Step 3, first mix WRP’s smooth
Powder to the WRP Topping until you have a
consistency like peanut butter. Next, mix 
additional grades of Powder (smooth, medium,
coarse) to match the restoration surface 
making it look like the original.   Once dry,
complete the restoration by painting the complete the restoration by painting the 
surface area.  If you followed all three steps,
Congratulations , you have permanently 
restored and protected that area.

For additional Tech Support
or Help, visit us online at 

wizzardrepairproducts.com/support

Step 2:  Step 2 is all about the Dough and the heart of our
restoration system. First, mix equal parts of WRP’s Liquid A & B
and apply generously on the restoration area. Before it dries
mix equal parts of WRP’s Dough A & B and apply to the area
and you are ready for step 3.
 

Step 1: Ensures your restoration area is clean with
Bio Cleaner, an all-natural cleaner with Moldicide. 
Fungicide stops the fungus, termites, and other 
wood destroying insects and protects from future 
attacks. Lastly, Cobra Rods are optional but add 
years to your permanent restoration.  
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Wizzard Repair Products | www.wizzardrepairproducts.com | info@wizzardrepairproducts.com | 888.247.4052
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3 Steps to Permanent Restoration
Success for Metal & Stucco

Clean & Protect

Clean & Protect

Step 1 - 
For Metal

For Stucco | Masonry

Got Stuco Damage?
Have Metal Rot or
Rust Issues?

Step 1 - 
Step 2 - 

Step 2 - 

Step 3 - 

Step 3 - 

Permanently Restore

Permanently Restore 

Coat & Finish

Coat & Finish

First, mix WRP’s smooth powder with WRP’s Topping until 
you have a consistency like peanut butter.   Once dry, 
complete the restoration by painting the surface area with
Zero Rust or equivelent primer.  
Congratulations, you have permanently restored and 
protected that area.

Dry
Mix WRP Topping with a dry, all purpose stucco patch until you have a consistency like peanut
butter and spread over the repair area.  Before it sets, match the existing surface or pattern with a 
texturing tool or metal trowel. Once dry, complete the restoration by painting the surface area.

For additional Tech Support
or Help, visit us online at 

wizzardrepairproducts.com/support
Mix Prep Step rust inhibitor with warm water. Apply
the mixed Prep Step generously to your restoration
area and use a metal brush to clean loose debris.  

 Use a metal brush to clean loose debris.  

It’s all about the Dough and the heart of our restoration system. First, mix equal parts of WRP’s Liquid A & B and apply
generously to the restoration area. Before it dries, mix equal parts of WRP’s Dough A & B (for custom coloring, add
universal tints into the soft dough) and apply to the area slightly over-filled. Use a WRP Cut Off knife to match the level
of the stucco.

Step 2 is all about the Dough and the
heart of the restoration system. First,
mix equal parts of WRP’s Liquid A & B
and apply generously to the restoration
area.  Before the liquid dries, mix equal 
parts of WRP’s Dough A & B (for custom
coloring, add universal tints into the softcoloring, add universal tints into the soft
dough) and apply to the area slightly
over-filling.  While dough is still soft, 
use a WRP Cut Off Knife to match the
shape of the metal. 
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